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In the second thrilling novel in New York Times best-selling author Lisa Scottoline's Rosato &

Associates series, a successful lawyer now finds herself on the opposite side of the bench when

she's framed for murder. Benedetta "Bennie" Rosato is a maverick lawyer who prosecutes police

misconduct and excessive-force cases, and business at her firm has never been better. Then,

without warning, a savage murder tears the firm apart. All evidence points to Bennie, who has

motive aplenty and an unconfirmable alibi. Her world turns upside down as the lawyer becomes the

client and the cops she once prosecuted are now after her with a vengeance. To prove her

innocence, Bennie probes deep into the murder. Then another killing takes place. Running for her

life, Bennie is a fugitive armed only with her wits and courage. She will find the real killer - or die

trying.
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I am working my way through the Rosato & Associates series. And, yes, that means I will read the

books in order. I worked as a legal assistant for more than 25 years which is why I have a soft spot

for this type of book. I really enjoyed this book. The writing was fast-paced, the characters are

well-defined and the storyline is truly believable. There was never a dull moment and the ending

was a surprise. Hang on to your seats!!!

Bennie, has been on the run to collect evidence to clear her name. I don't understand why little was



done by the police. Thank goodness athletic Bennie was able to save to stay free and get the truth

out.

I was looking for the DVD, "Illegal Tender," when I stumbled into Lisa Scottoline's book, "Legal

Tender." So, I said, "Why not?" I purchased a copy and read it in two days! Yes, this book is 15

years old, but I am glad that I had a chance to read it!Benedetta Rosato: Attorney and Partner in a

small, but productive firm, has a falling-out with her Partner (and former love interest). Somehow, he

turns up dead - and Benedetta is on the hook for it! The adventure goes from there, and is this

lady's investigative skills are put to the test! Honestly, how she was able to stay free and produce

the evidence she needed to stay free, I'll never know. To say she was lucky would be an

understatement! A good, entertaining, all-around crime story with some "snap" to it!If you are new to

Scottoline's work (and I am), may I suggest "Legal Tender?"For you er's out there that may read this

review, what do I read next from Lisa Scottoline? I can't choose. A little help, please...?I rate Lisa

Scottoline's "Legal Tender"...four stars!

From the very first page, it took off and kept going! Great characters, vivid landscapes, twisting plot,

believeable storyline. I could not put this book down! Reading it even at red lights, it was THAT

good!!I used to be a Grisham reader but he became too vile. Scottoline on the other hand, writes

with finese, humor, clear vision. She makes Grisham look like a first-grader writing his first fictional

story.Scottoline is an incredible writer, very knowledgeable, puts a tremendous amount of research

into each book. Each page leads to the next without leaving the reader scratching their head with,

"huh?" Every lead connects at one point or another and nothing is left out at the finish! It's a

fantastic and thrilling read.You won't be able to put it down!! HIGHLY recommend this book!!

Lisa Scottoline is one of my favorite authors. Although I can say this was not my favorite book by

her, I really did find it an enjoyable read. Just sometimes the story got a bit confusing, but I still think

it deserves a 5 star rating

I really like the way this lady writes. I never want the story to end.

I thought the novel started a bit slow, but then it quickly picked up the pace. Many turns and twists

kept me on the edge as my seat as I readabout Bennie's nightmare. A truly spell binding novel.



Love this series! I read a lot of mysteries and this series is very well written. More like a novel than

just a "mystery series". This book was shared with me by a friend and then I shared with

mother-in-law who loved also. Highly recommend.
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